FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

A2iA to Showcase Artificial Intelligence Software for
Mobile and Server Workflows at Forum Banca Event
A2iA’s add-on features capture all types of printed and handwritten data from
payments and checks, identity cards, and documents
Paris, France, September 19, 2017 (Forum Banca, Stand #7) – A2iA (@A2iA), an awardwinning developer of artificial intelligence and machine-learning based software for the
worldwide data capture, document processing, and payment systems markets, will showcase its
mobile and sever-based toolkits at Forum Banca, a premier event in Italy focused on innovation
for the banking and fintech sector. A2iA’s add-on features are proven to speed automation,
simplify customer engagement and quickly capture all types of printed and handwritten data
from payments and checks, identity cards, and documents, regardless of whether the image was
captured by a desktop scanner or mobile device. Published in multiple languages and country
versions to address the global workflow, A2iA’s software toolkits are available for integration by
banks, service bureaus / BPOs, and software partners.
One of A2iA’s software partners, FDM Document Dynamics, will be showcasing their new
onboarding solution at Forum Banca, which includes both a mobile app and web service. This
offering is powered by a2ia Mobility™, a toolkit dedicated to image analysis, image clean-up
and data extraction for identity cards, checks, and other forms. With offline and client-side
features, FDM’s solution also enables remote workflows such as sellers and agents.
“By including A2iA’s AI software, FDM is able to provide unparalleled service, recognition of
documents, and related data and information, for documents capture through a web service or
mobile,” said Andrea Artusi, FDM Document Dynamics CEO. “Through the FDM mobile on
boarding service, which can be associated with all other FDM (analog and digital) services and
solutions, digital processes can be generated and distributed even in the field.”
For more information about A2iA’s OCR, ICR and IWR software toolkits, powered by artificial
intelligence and machine learning, visit A2iA at Forum Banca, Stand #7.
About A2iA
For more than 24 years, A2iA has been committed to the research and development of its handwriting
recognition and document classification solutions to create more efficient ways for organizations to
improve business intelligence. Available in 42-country versions and 9-languages, A2iA’s award-winning
toolkits are trusted worldwide to streamline document workflows and reduce the need for data-entry
throughout industries such as banking/finance, healthcare, insurance, government, and service
bureaus/outsourcing firms. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within
the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.
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